Use the word in brackets to form a new word that fits into each blank.

1. The __________ gave us a __________ of how the new machine works. (REPRESENT, DEMONSTRATE)
2. The old man has no __________ of what happened yesterday morning. (RECOLLECT)
3. The __________ team went through to the semi-finals. (WIN)
4. I had problems coping with the __________ in Central Africa. (HUMID)
5. When I started university, I got a monthly __________ from my parents. (ALLOW)
6. All major channels provided __________ of the inauguration. (COVER)
7. My sister's sudden __________ came as a surprise to everyone. (DEPART)
8. The managers are __________ to agree to the workers' demands. It would ruin the company. (LIKE)
9. She became the __________ director of the largest company in town. (MANAGE)
10. Our success is __________ on everyone's hard work. (DEPEND)
11. It was the __________ sound of a train coming towards us. (MISTAKE)
12. There is no __________ between the two types of virus. (SIMILAR)
13. I don't understand how she can eat so much without gaining any __________. (WEIGH)
14. The doctor said that the athlete's __________ would take months. (RECOVER)
15. The claims he brought forward were completely __________. (BASE)
16. This tablet will __________ you to access your files __________ you are. (ABLE, WHERE)
17. An __________ of mine works at the department store. (ACQUAINT)
18. I looked up her number in the phone __________. (DIRECT)
19. I told him to __________ his voice. (LOW)
20. All __________ will be instructed about the takeover tomorrow. (EMPLOY)
1. The **representative** gave us a **demonstration** of how the new machine works. *(REPRESENT, DEMONSTRATE)*
2. The old man has no **recollection** of what happened yesterday morning. *(RECOLLECT)*
3. The **winning** team went through to the semi-finals. *(WIN)*
4. I had problems coping with the **humidity** in Central Africa. *(HUMID)*
5. When I started university, I got a monthly **allowance** from my parents. *(ALLOW)*
6. All major channels provided **coverage** of the inauguration. *(COVER)*
7. My sister's sudden **departure** came as a surprise to everyone. *(DEPART)*
8. The managers are **unlikely** to agree to the workers' demands. It would ruin the company. *(LIKE)*
9. She became the **managing** director of the largest company in town. *(MANAGE)*
10. Our success is **dependent** on everyone's hard work. *(DEPEND)*
11. It was the **unmistakable** sound of a train coming towards us. *(MISTAKE)*
12. There is no **similarity** between the two types of virus. *(SIMILAR)*
13. I don't understand how she can eat so much without gaining any **weight**. *(WEIGH)*
14. The doctor said that the athlete's **recovery** would take months. *(RECOVER)*
15. The claims he brought forward were completely **baseless**. *(BASE)*
16. This tablet will **enable** you to access your files **wherever** you are. *(ABLE, WHERE)*
17. An **acquaintance** of mine works at the department store. *(ACQUAINT)*
18. I looked up her number in the phone **directory**. *(DIRECT)*
19. I told him to **lower** his voice. *(LOW)*
20. All **employees** will be instructed about the takeover tomorrow. *(EMPLOY)*